
Tower Point - Exiles, Tower Road,
Sliema SLM 1601

Tel: (+356) 21319123 Mob: (+356) 79319123
Email: info@divesystemsmalta.com

Website: www.divesystemsmalta.com

Dive Systems is a proud member of the Professional Diving Schools Association of Malta
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DAYS TNK & WTS

1 e100.00

2 e190.00

3 e270.00

4 e340.00

5 e400.00

Second dive same day extra              E35.00

Dives include road transport, guide, twinset/
rebreather tanks/sidemount tanks, weights, 
2 stages & all taxes. Price does not include  
gases & dive supplements.

Gases & Lime

Helium per litre e0.06

O2 per litre e0.01

Sofnolime per kg e9.00

Intersorb per kg e7.00

* per person

Pick Up (Sliema Area)* FREE

Pick Up (Other Areas 1 Way)* e6.00

Pick Up (Other Areas 2 Way)* e10.00

Airport Transfer 2-way* 1 pax e40.00

Airport Transfer 2-way* 2+ pax e25.00

One-to-One Diving (per day) eP.O.R.

Other Supplements

Diving Supplements

Night Dive (Inc. Torch & Batteries) e20.00

Day Trip Gozo (Road & Ferry) e30.00

Single Hard Boat Dive* (min 6 pax) e60.00

Single Hard Boat Dive Long 
Distance* (min 6 pax)

e70.00

* Prices are for dives on scheduled boat trips.
If diving separately  prices are given on request.

TEC Guided Diving

Tec Gear Rental

Main regulator e7.00

Stage regulator e5.00

Wing & Harness e15.00

Reel & SMB e5.00

Digital Depth Gauge/Computer e5.00

DPV e40.00

Budget Pack ( 2 main regs, 2 
stage regs & Wing & Harness)

e35.00

CCR Unit (for length of course) e250.00

Tank Rental

Twin 10 ltrs e12.00

Twin 12 ltrs e14.00

Aluminium Stage 80 cf (11.2L) e7.00

Aluminium Stage 40 cf (7L) e6.00

Rebreather tanks 2/3 ltrs e5.00

Dry suit tank & Reg 1 Ltr e5.00

Tec gear is only rented to clients taking a course or 
on accompanied dives.

Dive School - Dive Centre - Dive Shop



TEC REC Courses (Open Circuit)
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1 pax 2+ pax

DISCOVER TEC DIVING (1/2 Day)
Get a taste of TEC diving through a discover tec diving session. This session can be 
credited towards the Tec 40 course if you decide to continue!    

e150.00 /

TEC SIDEMOUNT (Min 3 Days)
Tec Sidemount offers the same benefits as the PADI Sidemount course but gives you 
the opportunity to dive with 2+ tanks for extended dive times, and is a prerequisite if 
following Tec courses with sidemount configuration.

e475.00 e400.00

TEC 40 (Min 2 Days)
PADI Tec 40 is designed to allow you to dive within the scope of recreational limits 
and is designed to be a bridge from PADI recreational courses to TECREC technical 
courses providing you with an opportunity to experience some of what technical 
diving has to offer.  

e400.00 e350.00

Tec 45 (Min 2 Days) 
The Tec 45 course picks up where Tec 40 leaves off and takes your training as a tec 
diver further and deeper. 

 e450.00 e400.00

TEC 50 (Min 3 Days)
The Tec 50 course completes your training as an entry-level tec diver, taking you 
past the limits of recreational diving. 

e500.00 e450.00

COMBI TEC 40 + TEC 45 (Min 4 Days)
A combo of the Tec 40 & Tec 45 courses done back to back. 

e800.00 e700.00

COMBI TEC 40 + TEC 45 + TEC 50 (Min 7 Days)
A combo of the Tec 40 & Tec 45 & Tec 50 courses done back to back  

e1250.00 e1100.00

ENRICHED AIR GAS BLENDER (1 Day) e109.00 /
TRIMIX GAS BLENDER (1 Day) e159.00 /
TEC TRIMIX 65 (Min 4 Days)
The PADI Tec Trimix 65 Diver course is intended for technical divers certified as PADI 
Tec50 Divers (or qualifying certification from another training organization). The 
course extends their depth range capabilities by training them in the use of trimix 
(helium, oxygen and nitrogen) to a depth of 65 meters. 

e929.00 e799.00

TEC TRIMIX 65 UPGRADE (Min 3 Days)
Following Tec Trimix 65 one can upgrade to dive to 90 metres/245 feet using various 
trimix blends, air, enriched air and oxygen, using open circuit technical diving 
equipment and procedures required to manage the risks involved. 

e1329.00 e1099.00

TEC TRIMIX FULL (Min 7 Days)
A combo of the TEC Trimix 65 and the TEC Trimix 65 Upgrade.

e2090.00 e1790.00

TEC SIDEMOUNT INSTRUCTOR (Min 4 Days)
If you want to teach TEC courses with a sidemount configuration this is the course 
for you.

e550.00 /

TEC DEEP INSTRUCTOR BASIC (Min 7 Days) 
If you’re serious about becoming a technical instructor and joining the ranks of PADI 
TECREC technical instructors, the Tec Deep Diver Instructor course is an obvious 
choice. Teach others how to explore the mysteries of the deep. 

e1250.00 e1150.00

TRIMIX GAS BLENDER INSTRUCTOR (1 Day)
You may be certified to blend Trimix gas, but do you want to teach others to do it? If 
so, the PADI Gas Blender Instructor course is just what you’re looking for. 

e169.00

TEC TRIMIX INSTRUCTOR (with assist & Exam) (Min 7 Days)
Tec Deep Instructors provide the most comprehensive technical instruction 
available. If you are both a Tec Deep Instructor and Tec Trimix Diver, then the Tec 
Trimix Instructor trainer course is for you.  

e2090.00 e1790.00

COMBI TEC Deep + TEC TRIMIX + TRIMIX GAS BLENDER INSTRUCTOR (Min 14 Days)
Why not get certified in all the three above instructor courses and save money!!! 
Also this will make you more employable on the market and you can certify student 
up to Trimix level.

e3199.00 e2799.00



PRICE Includes: Hire of twinset, 2 stage tanks, weights, gases (for max depth requirements), 
Instructor, Land transport to dive sites & Certification card. 

Excludes: Manuals, Other equipment & Dive Supplements.

All courses can be done in sidemount configuration.

TDI Courses (Open Circuit) 
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INSTRUCTOR LEVEL COURSES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

INTRO TO TEC (1 Day)  
An introduction to the world of Tec-diving. This is done in 2 dives and we will introduce 
you to dive-planning, technical diving equipment and configuration, buoyancy 
and trim and improve your underwater skills. 
Min 2 dives.

e300.00 e225.00

ADVANCED NITROX DIVER (Min 3/4 Days) 
Qualifies divers to 40 m for dives requiring deco stops, using nitrox mixtures up to 
100% O2 for increased safety during 40 m deco stops. 
Min 4 dives.

e500.00 e450.00

DECOMPRESSION PROCEDURES DIVER (Min 3/4 Days)  
Prepares diver for planned stage deco diving. Qualifies you to a depth of 45 m.
Min 4 dives.

e500.00 e450.00

HELITROX DIVER (Min 3/4 Days)   
Prepares diver for planned staged deco dives utilizing Helium to reduce effects of 
narcosis. Qualifies diver to 45 m with helium mixes no grater then 20% and 100% 
O2 for deco stops.
Min 4 dives.

 e600.00 e515.00

COMBI (Min 6 Days) 
Advanced Nitrox and Decompression Procedures or Helitrox 
Qualifies divers to dive to 45 m and to perform deco stops using 100% O2 and if 
doing helitrox up to 20% Helium to reduce narcotic effects.
Min 6 dives.

e900.00 e800.00

TRIMIX DIVER (Min 5 Days)   
Shows how to minimise the effects of narcosis by adding Helium to offset the 
nitrogen in your gas. Qualifies diver using a min of 18% O2 to a max depth of 60 m. 
Min 4 dives.

e1219.00 e999.00

ADVANCED TRIMIX DIVER (Min 5 Days)
Top level of training for divers wishing to dive beyond 60 m using hypoxic levels of 
O2 below 17% O2.
Min 5 dives. 

e1690.00 e1490.00

ADVANCED WRECK (Min 4 Days)
Practice your line laying skills, find lost diver & lost line as well as safe exiting while gas 
sharing or blindfolded.

e700.00 e600.00

1 pax 2+ pax



TDI Courses (Closed Circuit Rebreather)

LEVEL 1 AIR DILUENT/ HELITROX DIVER (Min 5 Days)               e1200.00
This is your first step into CCR diving and your first SILENT Dive. Qualifies diver to a maximum depth of 30 m 
using air as diluent, or with option in using mixed gas diving (Helitrox) diluent.
Min 8 dives

LEVEL2  MIXED GAS CCR DIVER (NORMOXIC 60 M) (Min 6 Days)               e1400.00
The next step in getting deeper using mixed gases. Qualifies diver to 60 m using Helium as diluent gas and 
O2 levels to a min of 16% and 100% O2 for deco stops.
Min 6 dives

LEVEL 3  ADVANCED MIXED GAS CCR (HYPOXIC) (Min 7 Days)                e1600.00
This is the highest level in CCR training. Qualifies divers to a max depth of 100 m using hypoxic Helium as 
diluent less than 18% and 100% O2 for deco stops.
Min 7 dives
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INSTRUCTOR LEVEL COURSES AVAILABLE UPON REQUEST

Price includes: Hire of tanks, 2 bailout stage tanks, sorb, weights, gases, instructor, 
land transport to divesites and certification card.

Excludes: Manuals, other equipment, CCR and dive supplements.

Unit rental price:  e100 per day.

Units available: JJ, rEvo, Inspiration, Divesoft Liberty Sidemount CCR, XCCR.

www.divesystemsmalta.com
For more information visit:


